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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)

A minimum pressure of 588 psig and a maximum pressure of
637 psig are used in the analyses. To allow for
instrument accuracy, a 600 psig minimum and 625 psig maximum
are specified. The maximum allowable boron concentration of
4400 ppm is based upon boron precipitation limits in the
core following a LOCA. Establishing a maximum limit for
boron is necessary since the time at which boron
precipitation would occur in the core following a LOCA is a
function of break location, break size, the amount of boron
injected into the core, and the point of ECCS injection.
Post LOCA emergency procedures directing the operator to
establish simultaneous hot and cold leg injection are based
on the worst case minimum boron precipitation time.
Maintaining the maximum SIT boron concentration within the
upper limit ensures that the SITs do not invalidate this
calculation. An excessive boron concentration in any of the
borated water sources used for injection during a LOCA could
result in boron precipitation earlier than predicted.

The 2300 ppm minimum boron concentration in the SITs assures
that the back leakage from the RCS will not dilute the SITs
below the minimum boron concentration in the safety
analysis. The minimum safety analysis boron requirements of
2000 ppm are based on beginning of life reactivity values
and are selected to ensure that the reactor will remain
subcritical during the reflood stage of a large break LOCA.
During a large break LOCA, all Control Element Assemblies
(CEAs) are assumed not to insert into the core, and the
initial reactor shutdown is accomplished by void formation
during blowdown. Sufficient boron concentration must be
maintained in the SITs to prevent a return to criticality
during reflood. Although this requi rement is similar to the
basis for the minimum boron concentration of the Refueling
Water Tank (RWT), the minimum SIT concentration is lower
than that of the RWT since the SITs need not account for
dilution by the RCS during a large break LOCA.

The SITs satisfy Criterion 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (c)(2)(ii).

LCO The LCO establishes the minimum conditions required to
ensure that the SITs are available to accomplish their core
cooling safety function following a LOCA. Four SITs are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 100K of the contents
of three of the SITs will reach the core during a LOCA.

PALO VERDE UNITS 1,2,3
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BASES

APPLICABLE
SAFETY ANALYSES

(continued)
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600
A minimum pressu e o ~ ps)g and a maximum pressure of~ psig are used in the nalyses. To allow for
instrument accuracy, a ~ psig minimum and ~ psig
maximum are specified. The maximum allowable boron
concentration of ~~ ppm is based upon boron

Establishing a maximum limit for boron is necessary since
the time at which boron precipitation would occur in the
core following a LOCA is a function of break location, break
size, the amount of boron injected into the core, and the
point of ECCS injection. Post LOCA emergency procedures
directing the operator to establish simultaneous hot and
cold leg injection are based on the worst case minimum boron
precipitation time. Haintaining the maximum SIT boron
concentration within the upper limit ensures that the SITs
do not invalidate this calculation. An excessive boron
concentration in any of the borated water sources used for
injection during a LOCA could result in boron precipitation
earlier than

2000
The minimum(bo of ppm are based on
beginning of life reactivity values and are selected to
ensure that the reactor will remain subcritical during the
reflood st~e of a large beak LOCA. During a large break
LOCA, all control glement Pssemblies (CEAs) are assumed not
to insert into the core, and the initial reactor shutdown is
accomplished by void formation during blowdown. Sufficient
boron concentration must be maintained in the SITs to
prevent a return to criticality during reflood. Although
this requirement is similar to the bagis for the minimum
boron concentration of the Peg el i ngPanter gank (RWT), the'Q
minimum SIT concentration is lower than that of the RWT
since the SITs need not account for dilution by the RCQ. dh g'") ~

The SITs satisfy Criterion 3 of e C P 1

i.c.~s-..ze(ef ").

LCO The LCO establishes the minimum conditions required to
ensure that the SITs are available to accomplish their core
cooling safety function following a LOCA. /Four+ SITs are
required to be OPERABLE to ensure that 100% of the contents
of @three/ of the SITs will reach the core during a LOCA.

This is consistent with the assumption that the contents of
one tank spill through the break. If the contents of fewer

(continued)
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3,5.1
LI

EHERGENCY cukE COOLING SYSTEHS ECCS

SAFETY INJECTION TANKS 6'TE"R ~~

eR O~ERATIO~

LE.'Ey 3,5.'1
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) roge vent va ves closed nd power removed"".

Nitro en vent valves cape e of being operated up
ow

APPLICABILITY: MDDEE Is, BM, 3.MT, and W. QA;l
ACTION:

—/AQrestoration of

'Each Reactor Coolant System safety injection tank shall be OPERABLE with: Lg l
The isolation valve open and power to the valve removed,

A contained borated water level of between 802 ubic eet 28% narrow
range indicatior and 72 I narrow range indication
A boron concentration between 2300 and 4400 ppm of boron, and

A nitrogen cover pressure of between 600 and 625 psig.

~5'~g7 I >

a. > one sa y vnJectson an s pera e, except as a resu t o a
closed isol ion valve, restore he inoperable tank to OPERABLE
status wit in 1 hour or be in least HOT STANDBY within the next
6 hours a d in HOT SHUTOOWN w'in the following hours.

b. With on safety injection ta k inoperable due t the isolation valve
being osed, either immedi tely open the isol ion valve or be in
at le st HOT STANDBY withi 1 hour and be in T SHUTOOWN within
t

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS

~~4.5. I Each safety injection tank shall be demonstrated OpERABLE:

-a At least once per 12 hours by:
-;0 c...=,(,5

1. Verifying the contained borated water volume and nitrogen
cover pressure in the tanks is within the above limits, and

l C5 5 3 ~~ TWith ressurizer ressure reater than or e ual to 1837 sia. When pressur-
izer pressure ss ess t an ps>a, at east three sa ety snjection tanks
must be OPERABLE, each with a minimum pressure of 254 psig and a maximum
pressure of 625 psig, and a contained borated water volume of between 1415 cu-
bic feet (60K wide range indication) and 1914 cubic feet (83% wide range
indication). With all four safety injection tanks OPERABLE, each tank shall
have a minimum pressure of 254 psig and a maximum pressure of 625 psig, and
a contained borated water volume of between 962 cubic feet (39K wide range
indication) and 1914 cubic feets (83K wide range indication). In HOOE 4 with
presss.rizer pressure less than 430 psia, the safety injection tanks may
1 0

AL4 m+P.,
A(bio~ 0

\~K 7.5; l ee ec>a
rogen ven va es mh+b~pth.

nitro en cover ressure er S e fication 3
e require

c,A,5
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INSERT FOR CTS 3.5.1
ACTION SECTION

Lh!23~

With one SIT inoperable due to boron concentration not within limits, restore
the boron concentration to within limits within 72 hour or be in at least HOT
STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and within the
following 6 hours.

With one SIT inoperable due to inability to verify the required water volume
or nitrogen cover pressure because of inoperable level or pressure
instrumentation restore the SIT to o erable status within 72 hours or be in at
least HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours and 'n HOT
within the following 6 hours.

Wit one SIT inoperable for reasons other than those stated in ACTION a or
ACTION b restore the SIT to o erable status within 24 hours r be in at least

HOT STANDBYwithin the next 6 hours an/>n HO' T W within
the following 6 hours.
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMENTS Continued

gg Us.l. J

gp g<,(.9

5'g,3,5;lp.

LA,'$
Verif in that each safety injection tank isolation valve is
open

At least once per 31 days and whenever the tank is drained to main-
tain the contained borated water level within the limits of
Specification 3.5. 1b, by verifying the boron concentration of the
safety injection tank solution is between 2300 and 4400 ppm.

At least once per 31 days en ressunze ressure s a ove
~430 ~~sr by verifying that power to the isolation valve operator
is removed.

OAT. e
~/+ l1 ~ vl

/ha <s

d. At least once er 18 months by ver'fying that each sa ety injection
tank isolatio valve opens automa ically under each f the following
conditions:

1. When n actual or simulat d RCS pressure sig al exceeds
515 sia, and

2. U n recei t of a safe in 'ection actua on SIAS test si nal.

eas once er mont s y v ying 0
differential ressure alarm by mulating RCS pres re > 715 psia LAB.
with SIT pr sure < 600 psi .

t east once pes 18 months, when ITs araeiso ate, y~vers yang
the SIT nitr gen vent valves can e opened.

g. At least o ce per 31 days, by v rifying that power is removed from
the nitro en vent valves.

3/4 5-2
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Ericlosure 2
Transmittal of ITS Documentation

The following lists the documentation inadvertently omitted from the distributed copies of the
ITS and included as part of this enclosure:

1. The Discussion of Change (DOC), the CTS Markup and the No Significant Hazards
Consideration (NSHC) for change number LB.2 of ITS Chapter 5.0, "Administrative
Controls".

2. ITS Specification 3.4.4, DOC page 2.

ITS Specification 3.8.4 Bases Pages B 3.8.4 - 11 and 12.
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ENCLOSURE 2: PART 1

DOC, CTS MARKUPAND NSHC

FOR CHANGE NO. LB.2 OF ITS CHAPTER 5.0
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PALO VERDE ITS CONVERSION
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS CHAPTER 5.0

DISCUSSION OF CHANGE (DOC):

LB.2 CTS 4.6.4.3.d. 1 lists the maximum pressure drop allowed for the Hydrogen Purge Exhaust

Air Filtration Unit for the hydrogen purge cleanup system (HPCS) as 8.4 inches of water

gauge. ITS 5.5.11.d lists the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS as 2.26 inches ofwater

gauge. As part of the design basis verification project, APS engineering determined that the

maximum pressure drop for the HPCS is correctly identified as 2.26 inches water gauge.

During the original licensing process the system flowrate was revised and lowered from
1000 scfm to 50 scfm. The maximum allowable pressure drop was not revised at that time

to correlate to the lower system flowrate. The change in the maximum allowable pressure

drop to the correct value of 2.26 inches of water gauge ensures that the design basis

requirements are maintained for the HPCS. Administrative controls have been put into place

to ensure that the testing requirements use the correct value for the maximum allowable

pressure drop.

PALO VERDE - UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 REV A
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CTS 3.6.4.3 MARKUP

FOR CHANGE NO. I B.2 OF ITS CHAPTER 5.0
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CONTAINMENT SYSTENS

HYOROGEH PURGE CLEANUP SYSTEM

LIMITIHG COHDITIOH FOR OPERATIOH
Ak

3.6.4.3 A containment hydrogen purge cleanup system, shared among the three
units, shall be OPERABLE and capable of being powered from a minimum of one
OPERABLE emergency bus.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1" and 2"

ACTION:

With the containment hydrogen purge cleanup system inoperable and one hydrogen
recombiner OPERABLE as determined by Specification 4.6.4.2, restore the
hydrogen purge cleanup system to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at
least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours.

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREMEHTS

4.6.4. 3 The hydrogen purge cleanup system shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 31 days by initiating flow through the HEPA
filters and charcoal adsorbers and verifying that the system operates
for at least 15 minutes.

b. At least once per 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire, or chemical release in any ventilation zone
communicatin with the s stem b :

Verifying that the cleanup system satisfies the in-place testing
acce tance criteria and uses the test procedures of e u tor

Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 50 scfm
k 10~.

5, g, lL.(.. Verifying hin
of r ntativ

March 1978 "" meets

March 1978.""

a s ft r moval that a laboratory analysis
arbon sam le obtained in accordanc w'

egu atory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
the laboratory testing criteria of $tejg5~

Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,

/75 0;0

l7+R<~ "With less than two h dro en recombiners OPERABLE.

f755,0

3/4 6-38
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COHTAIHHEHT SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE RE UIREHENTS Continued

Verifying a system flow rate of 50 scfm + 10K during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1980.

5.g.lt Q. . After < Q s o3 charcoal adsorber o eration b verif in
l. eau@a that a aboratory analysis of a
representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with )~~j~tor

Regdlatory Guide 1. 52, Revision 2, March 1978,"
meets the laboratory testing criteria o e u a r o shon C. .a

~ ~

of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, Harch 1978."

5, 5 ~ l( ~. At least nce er 18 onths b ~ ~ <cd'l~~ 'In @ "'

~~, g',}t J} ~. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA
filters, pre-filters and charcoal adsorber banks is less than

inches Water Gauge while operating the system at a .flow
ate of 50 scfm + 10 . ~4

5', 5 l},d ~. Verifying that the heaters dissipate a: least 0. 5 kW when tested
in accordance with ANSI H510-1980.

5','l~ After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank by
verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
9% of the OOP when they are tested in-place in accordance with
ANSI N510-1980 while operating the system at a flow rate of 50 scfm ~

10K.

After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove greater than or
equal to 99.0~ of a halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas
when they are tested in"place in accordance with ANSI H510"1980
while operating the system at a flow rate of 50 scfm i 10".

74~
p

rove< +>~~ ~ s-io g,o.g- st 8 <K < d d m.g ~

trp~i'm~ gr~pplic~'~i~+~ ~ ~~

g,2$

"ANSI N509-1 0 is a plicabl for this spec fication. 12
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PALO VERDE ITS CONVERSION
NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION

ITS CHAPTER 5.0
Change Labeled LB.2

NSHC FOR CHANGE NO. LB.2 OF ITS CHAPTER 5.0

Arizona Public Service Company, Palo Verde Nuclear Generating Station (PVNGS), Units 1, 2, and
3 is converting to the ITS as outlined in NUREG-1432. The proposed change involves a change to
the CTS. Below is the NSHC for the conversion to NUREG 1432.

Change No. LB.2 See DOC for description

The Commission has provided standards for determining whether a significant hazards
consideration exists as stated in 10 CFR 50.92. A proposed amendment to an operating license for a
facility involves a no significant hazards consideration ifoperation of the facility, in accordance with
a proposed amendment, would not 1) involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences ofan accident previously evaluated; 2) create the possibility ofa new or different kind
ofaccident from any accident previously evaluated; or 3) involve a significant reduction in a margin
ofsafety. A discussion of these standards as they relate to this amendment request follows:~-D h p g h g l \ fgffl l f h p bbNly
consequences ofan accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would revise the CTS requirement that the maximum pressure drop for
the hydrogen purge cleanup system (HPCS) be less than 8.4 inches water gauge. The
proposed change in the ITS would revise the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS to 2.26
inches water gauge. As part of the design basis verification project, APS engineering
determined that the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS should be 2.26 inches water
gauge. During the original licensing process the system design flowrate was revised and

lowered &om 1000 scfm to 50 scfm. However, the maximum allowable pressure drop was

not revised at that time to correlate to the lower system design flowrate. This change would
revise the allowable pressure drop to be consistent with the design flowrate and would
ensure that the design basis requirements are maintained. This change does not result in any
hardware changes or changes to plant operating practices nor does it affect plant operation.
Administrative controls have been put into place to ensure that the testing requirements use

the correct value for the maximum allowable pressure drop. Therefore, this change willnot
involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated.~—D b p g h g* «h p fbNly f Nlf hlg f

accident from any accident previously evaluated?

The proposed change would revise the CTS requirement that the maximum pressure drop for
the hydrogen purge cleanup system (HPCS) be less than 8.4 inches water gauge. The

PALO VERDE - UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 REV A
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PALO VERDE ITS CONVERSION
NO SIGNIFICANTHAZARDS CONSIDERATION

ITS CHAPTER 5.0
Change Labeled LB.2

proposed change in the ITS would revise the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS to 2.26
inches water gauge. As part of the design basis verification project, APS engineering
determined that the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS should be 2.26 inches water
gauge. During the original licensing process the system design flowrate was revised and
lowered from 1000 scfm to 50 scfm. However, the maximum allowable pressure drop was
not revised at that time to correlate to the lower system design flowrate. This change would
revise the allowable pressure drop to be consistent with the design flowrate and would
ensure that the design basis requirements are maintained. This change willnot alter the plant
configuration (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or change the
methods governing normal plant operation. This change willnot alter assumptions made in
the safety analysis or licensing basis. Administrative controls have been put into place to
ensure that the testing requirements use the correct value for the maximum allowable
pressure drop. Therefore, this change will not create the possibility of a new or different
kind ofaccident from any accident previously evaluated.

Q;gg;mfa'; Does the proposed change involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety?

The proposed change would revise the CTS requirement that the maximum pressure drop for
the hydrogen purge cleanup system (HPCS) be less than 8.4 inches water gauge. The
proposed change in the ITS would revise the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS to 2.26
inches water gauge. As part of the design basis verification project, APS engineering
determined that the maximum pressure drop for the HPCS should be 2.26 inches water

gauge. During the original licensing process the system design flowrate was revised and
lowered from 1000 scfm to 50 scfm. However, the maximum allowable pressure drop was
not revised at that time to correlate to the lower system design flowrate. This change would
revise the allowable pressure drop to be consistent with the design flowrate and would
ensure that the design basis requirements are maintained. These changes maintain
requirements of the safety analysis, licensing basis and NUREG 1432. As such, no question
of safety is involved. Administrative controls have been put into place to ensure that the

testing requirements use the correct value for the maximum allowable pressure drop.
Therefore, the proposed change willnot involve a significant reduction in a margin ofsafety.

PALO VERDE - UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 REV A
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ENCLOSVRK 2: PART 2

ITS SPECIFICATION 3.4.4, DOC page 2





PALO VERDE ITS CONVERSION
DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

SPECIFICATION 3.4.4 - RCS Loops - Modes 1 and 2

LA.1 CTS 3.4.1.1 states that RCPs are part ofwhat is considered to be an Operable reactor coolant

loop in the LCO statement. ITS 3.4.4 does not identify that RCPs are part of what is

considered to be an Operable reactor coolant loop in the LCO statement. ITS 3.4.4 Bases

(Background) defines what an Operable RCS loop consists of. There is no need to duplicate

this information in the LCO statement when it already exists in the Bases. This information

is not required to determine the OPERABILITYof a system, component or structure and

therefore is relocated to a Licensee Controlled Document (Bases).

Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with Chapter 5.0 Bases Control Program.

Any technical changes to plant procedures willbe in accordance with the PVNGS procedure

control process. This provides an equivalent level ofcontrol and is an administrative change

with no impact on the margin of safety. This requirement is not required to be in the ITS to

provide adequate protection of public health and safety. Therefore, relocation of this

requirement to a Licensee Controlled Document is acceptable and is consistent with

NUREG-1432.

LA.2 CTS SR 4.4.1.1 requires the reactor coolant loops to be verified in operation and "circulating

reactor coolant." The statement to circulate reactor coolant is moved to Section 3.4.4 of the

ITS Bases.

Any changes to the Bases will be in accordance with ITS Chapter 5.0 Bases Control

Program. This provides an equivalent level of control and is an administrative change with

no impact on the margin of safety. This information is not required to be in ITS to provide

adequate protection ofpublic health and safety. Therefore, relocation of this requirement to a

Licensee Controlled Document is acceptable and is consistent withNUREG-1432.

PALO VERDE - UNITS 1, 2, AND 3 2 REV. A
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ENCI OSURE 2: PART 3

ITS SPECIPICATION 3.S.4, Bases Pages 11 and 12



BASES
~

'C - Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

SURVEILLANCE
REQUIREMENTS

(continued)

A battery modified performance discharge test is described
in the Bases for SR 3.8.4.7. Either the battery performance
discharge test or the modified performance discharge test is
acceptable for satisfying SR 3.8.4.8. The modified performance
discharge test may be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8 while satisfying the
requirements of SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time. The battery
performance discharge test may also be used to satisfy SR 3.8.4.8
while satisfying the requirements of SR 3.8.4.7 at the same time if
the capacity discharge rate envelops the duty cycle of the service
test described in SR 3.8.4.7.

The acceptance criteria for this Surveillance are consistent with
IEEE-450 (Ref. 9) and IEEE-485 (Ref. 5). These refe'rences
recommend that the battery be replaced if its capacity is below 80%
of the manufacturer rating. A conservative capacity of 90% shows
that the battery rate of deterioration is increasing, even ifthere is
ample capacity to meet the load requirements.

The Surveillance Frequency for this test is normally 60 months. If
the battery shows degradation, or ifthe battery has reached 85% of
its expected life and capacity is ( 100% of the manufacturer's rating,
the Surveillance Frequency is reduced to 12 months. However, if
the battery shows no degradation but has reached 85% of its
expected life, the Surveillance Frequency is only reduced to
24 months for batteries that retain capacity ) 100% of the
manufacturer's rating. Degradation is indicated, when the battery
capacity drops by more than 5% of rated capacity from its average
on previous performance tests or when it is ) 5% below the
manufacturer's rating. These Frequencies are consistent with the
recommendations in IEEE-450 (Ref. 9).

This SR is modified by a Note. The reason for the Note is that
performing the Surveillance would perturb the electrical distribution
system and challenge safety systems. Credit may be taken for
unplanned events that satisfy this SR.

PALO VERDE UNITS 1,2,3 B 3.8.4-11
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DC - Sources - Operating
B 3.8.4

BA'SES

REf-ERENCES 1. 10 CFR.50, Appendix A, GDC 17.

2. Regulatory Guide 1.6, March 10, 1971.

3. IEEE-308-1974.

4. UFSAR, Chapter 8.3.2.

5. 1EEE-485-1983, June 1983.

6. UFSAR, Chapter 6.

7. UFSAR, Chapter 15.

8. Regulatory Guide 1.93, December 1974.

9. IEEE-450-1980.

10. Regulatory Guide "1.32, Revision 0, August 11, 1972.

11. Regulatory Guide 1.129, Revision 1, February 1978.

12 Design Basis Manual "Class 1E 125 VDC Power System".

13. Calculation 1,2,3 ECPK207.
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